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Dear Members of the Review Panel,  

 

Re - Review of Pharmacy Remuneration and Regulation -Discussion Paper -July 2016 

 

Thank you for allowing pharmacists to have the opportunity to submit commentary and submissions on the 

discussion paper outlined. 

I have been a practicing pharmacist since 1985 (31 years) and also fortunate enough to be a pharmacy 

owner since 1987.  

I have seen many improvements and changes in the industry in my career which began without computers 

and we had to type with typewriter repeats and labels and submit to the PBS all medicines coded for 

payment. 

Ah the good OL days with no computers, no mobile phones and technology was in its infancy as we know 

it today. 

I recall my mentors saying as the years went along that Pharmacy was at the cross roads for survival as 

initially pharmacies opening had no restrictions and inefficient pharmacies could still stay viable in those 

early days. 

As the years moved forward and computers became part of business we witnessed many improvements in 

efficiencies, delivery of services and benefits to the consumer with best practice and health focused 

outcomes being a driver in pharmacies. 

More time was free for the pharmacist to come from out the back of the dispensary and be face to face 

with the customer to provide better health outcomes and better medication information to obtain desired 

results as intended through compliance and education. 

 

Pharmacy Accessibility: over the initial years was very good, there were many small pharmacies, some 

medium and few large pharmacies. The government at the time wanted pharmacies to become more 

efficient, computerized and also be larger to handle volume and economies of scale as a business model. 

The Commonwealth Government gave pharmacies the option to sell them back the PBS approval number, 

close their doors and/or amalgamate with other pharmacies to create a more efficient and viable business 

model, this worked very well as it was a win/win for all involved including the consumer who received 

much better services and also opened up 7-day trading and extended hours of trade that was now viable. As 

time has progressed we have some very sophisticated rules and regulations that allow pharmacies to 

operate from existing locations, can move within certain distances and also open up new pharmacies if 

certain criteria are met.  

I truly believe that all the developments to lead us to our current Pharmacy accessibility locations have got 

it right for consumer, government and also pharmacists. There is confidence in the system which gives 

certainty for investment to continually improve services and also is providing the Australian Population 

Pharmacy accessibility in their local area. 

 

Medication Supply Chain: the current balance between wholesalers and manufactures who are 

responsible for medication supply chain is also working well and should be allowed to develop further 

from natural technology advances. I recall the early days when there were basically only Faulding’s 

(Symbion) and Sigma as wholesalers with many smaller buying groups that worked out of sheds (in some 

cases) that were ordered by written paper and faxed to them with our staff driving to pick up the orders. 

Faulding’s (Symbion now) and Sigma invested and developed better logistic supply chain systems and 

they could deliver to all pharmacies within Australia within 24 hours, initially CBD pharmacies had twice 

a day deliveries. This became once a day as technology and pharmacists became better managers of 

inventory, the introduction of API as a third major wholesaler also occurred which provided another 

competitor in the market which also drove innovation in the industry. 
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There is currently Cold Chain supply that is best practice on a global scale. We have had the wholesalers 

invest in technology that provides pharmacies and consumers access to medication within 24 hours 

irrespective of location which is an amazing service to the Australian Community all at low cost. 

I believe that the Medication Supply Chain is working well in Australia and we need to allow this to 

improve through natural business processes that has been working over my 31 year’s experience. 

 

Technology and Innovation: As I have mentioned this has come leap and bounds year upon year. The 

pharmacy industry has always invested in updating the hardware which adds better time management to 

tasks and allows more time for consumer contact. Innovation has also been industry lead with new 

programs and services developed from within our Australian industry and also from Overseas pharmacy 

models that been recruited from many pharmacy professional bodies, the pharmacy guild initiatives, 

marketing groups and individual pharmacists that have passion and drive to grow, improve and test new 

business ideas and models. 

 

I have also been fortunate over many years to travel, visit and observe pharmacies in many countries 

Europe, USA, NZ, Asia, Canada, UK, China, Philippines, South Africa and have come to the conclusion 

that we have the best overall Pharmacy models in Australia because of the current rules and regulations 

that have been developed in partnership with the Government and Pharmacy Guild over all these years. 

The system is working well and is at international standard that keeps improving from within our own 

industry.  

Consumers can pick up the phone today and call their   local pharmacy and speak with the pharmacist at 

no charge and within 30seconds, consumers can enjoy many free services in pharmacies like Blood 

Pressure testing, diabetes and cholesterol testing, they can get home delivery of medication at no charge 

within the same day, pharmacists can review their medication and advise other health care professionals 

about drug dosages and interactions. I have personally witnessed our Baby Nurse giving free advice to 

many young mums and their babies that have actually saved infants being hospitalized and also time to 

time you get the major infant issues being referred to the local GP for urgent intervention. 

We also go out into the community and provide education to aged care facilities, nursing homes,  schools 

and community groups that is all free to the consumer but part of pharmacy in Australia . 

 

The recent changes to discounting concessional co-payments has affected business much more than 

anyone had anticipated to a point that I am very concerned for viability going forward for some 

pharmacies and also this will have a flow on effect to services that are currently provided free of charge. 

What will happen is services will be reduced and have a negative impact long term for the health system. 

 

I strongly submit that Pharmacies in Australia be left as is currently is. 

The Commonwealth Government and Pharmacy Guild should have a longer term view on health 

outcomes desired to improve the standard of living for all Australians.  

A stronger pharmacy industry is what we need moving forward and we should learn and take note 

of overseas models that have been attempted and failed in an open deregulated market. 

In Australia pharmacy can innovate and grow from within our profession, give the consumer 

accessibility that is currently enjoyed. 

 

I thank the Panel in advance for their consideration and acknowledgment that allows pharmacists to 

be involved in the future of pharmacy. 

 
 

 

Kind regards  
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Peter Gardiakos 

Executive Director 

Star Pharmacy Group Pty Ltd 
A 2/108 Rundle St Kent Town SA 5067 
P (08) 84437955  

www.stardiscountchemist.com.au 
www.starpharmacy.com.au 

 
 

 




